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ABSTRACT

Internet based virtual reality offers the opportunity to ren-
der content in three dimensions. In addition, the Internet
provides a medium to support collaborative activities. In
this work, we describe how collaborative capabilities are
integrated into the Interactive Land use VRML Application
(ILUVA). ILUVA is a VRML based application that sup-
ports highly interactive functionality, live updates, and the
dynamic generation of VRML content. The collaborative
functions have been added in the context of an Interne
chat session in which multiple users may participate from
the Internet. In addition to the usual functions supported
by chat applications, user information sharing is supported
The union or intersection of sessions from different users
may be produced and reviewed in the world.

1 INTRODUCTION

Internet technology provides both the fabric and function
for collaborative enterprise. Providing the ability to effec-
tively communicate from any location on the Internet is an
important consideration given the impact the Internet has
on many people’s personal and business lives. Several tech
nologies provide useful bases for exploration. Our VRML
applications have evolved, first through development of the
client part (Belfore 2001) and then have been extended to
include client server applications (Belfore and Chitithoti
2000, Belfore and Chitithoti 2001). The client applications
are stand-alone applications that support live updates, o
the ability to add content to the world without reload. A
variety of models can be added to a client session includ
ing, for example, buildings, roadways, and areas of interest
Most models include the ability to be moved and edited to
suit the particular circumstances. Collectively, the session
represents an area of interest that includes improvement
and modifications that are visualized. The application in-
tegrates GIS and planning information appropriate for the
theme of the application. To expand the capabilities, serve
t
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processing has been developed to increase the flexibility a
capabilities (Belfore and Chitithoti 2000, Belfore and Chi-
tithoti 2001, Belfore 2002). The server processing provide
the opportunity to enforce access control, enable selectio
of the content to be viewed, and to generate content d
namically. Indeed, in Belfore (2002), GIS VRML content
is generated by translating native GIS content, in the form
of ESRI Shapefiles (ESRI 1998), on demand.

To support information sharing, a mechanism must b
in place to allow users to determine what information ca
be shared and how that information is shared. As describ
in prior works (Belfore and Chitithoti 2000, Belfore and
Chitithoti 2001, Belfore 2002), a user has several usag
options including starting a new session, revising an ol
session, or including a session made available by anoth
user. Sessions from other users are read only to protect t
integrity of the original user’s session. The application sup
ports multiple simultaneous logins from a single user who i
restricted to reviewing sessions not actively being reviewe
Interaction among users is limited since information can b
shared only at login. The results described in this pape
extend prior efforts by enabling the creation and manage
ment of virtual worlds that allow interactive collaboration
through a chat session. In addition to the expected cap
bilities associated with a chat application, users may sha
information from sessions each has created. Furthermo
simple operations for combining information from different
user sessions have been implemented through intersect
and union operations. The operations give participants th
ability to determine commonality between their respectiv
efforts through the intersection operation and combine the
efforts using union operations.

Several other researchers have made contributions in t
development of VRML based collaborative virtual worlds
(Testani et al. 1999, Brutzman et al. 1997, The Web3D
Consortium, Incorporated 2000, Kirner et al. 2001, Dame
et al. 1999). The work most similar to ours includes a
concurrent chat that links clients in an educational applica
tion (Kirner et al. 2001). A chat that links clients and their
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worlds to a chat server enables communication and mod
fication of the worlds. One characteristic that distinguishes
our application is the manner in which object properties are
changed. In Kirner et al. (2001), a dialog appears for editing
object location and appearance where as in our application
a user modifies objects through drag and drop actions o
objects within the world. The Nerve Garden architecture
(Damer et al. 1999) describes how algorithms mimicking
life processes are used to create and plant artificial plant
Nerve Garden is a collaborative laboratory allowing users
to create and germinate plants in an applet window with
subsequent insertion into a scene graph common to a
users. The vrtp (Brutzman et al. 1997) describes a gener
approach for linking VRML based worlds and several ex-
ample deployments (The Web3D Consortium, Incorporated
2000). Testani et al. (1999) describes a virtual training
environment allowing participants at distant locations to
collaborate. Interaction among users is accomplished usin
a multi-user domain (MUD). A key contribution of this
work is the description of a software architecture.

This paper is organized into five sections including
an introduction, an overview of the ILUVA architecture, a
presentation of the chat architecture, an example sessio
and a conclusion.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE ILUVA ARCHITECTURE

The application architecture is assembled to link four pri-
mary components (Belfore and Chitithoti 2000, Belfore and
Chitithoti 2001, Belfore 2001, Belfore 2002). The first com-
ponent is the domain data that is used to set the context fo
the world. The second component is the server that satis
fies user requests, converts between data formats, and lo
sessions. The third component is the client application tha
renders the world. The fourth component, the chat compo
nent, is described in the next section. The interrelationshi
among the first three components is illustrated in Figure 1
At startup, the user requests the URL for the world. In
response, the server provides both static information an
dynamic content that is assembled to create the request
world. During a session, the user has the ability to make live
updates, i.e. modify the world, save application information
on the server, and restore a prior session.

2.1 Server Architecture

A key challenge in creating visualizations is being able to
provide timely, up to date information to clients automati-
cally. In order to achieve this flexibility, the server needs to
be able to determine what information is available and then
present the appropriate choices to the user upon logging in
Furthermore, the maintenance procedures for updating an
adding information should be simple and reliable. Table 1
shows a high level sequence of the activities that occur in
i-
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Figure 1: Top Level Architecture

session. The client and server have specific functions th
occur in each step. In addition, the administrative aspec
for each activity are described in the third column. Th
server architecture is built upon the Apache web server a
ApacheJServ servlet engine. Apache provides all of the ne
essary capabilities to serve files on the Internet. ApacheJS
enables the coding of servlets, light weight Java method
for access control, session control, generation of dynam
content, and logging user activity. The server architecture
designed to make update of current and development of n
deployments as easy as possible. The current work bui
on server functionality described in Belfore and Chititho
(2001), Belfore (2002) and adds significant capabilities fo
integrating dynamic content. Users may log in and afte

Table 1: User, Client, and Administrative Aspects
Client Server Administrative
Login Login page, user

authentication
User information

Configure Provide choices,
take responses

Data repositories

Generate Content, assem-
bly, generation,
conversion

Methods to sup-
port generation of
worlds

Explore Monitor, log, con-
tent

Associate logging
with user

logging in, the user has the opportunity to select informatio
to view and other aspects related to the configuration of t
world. From this configuration information, the requeste
information is formatted and presented to the user for ve
fication. At this point, the server assembles the informatio
and makes whatever conversions are necessary to incl
the information in the world. Once the client has rendere
the world, the user explores the world. At various times
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information is passed back to the server to provide a record
of certain events, such as the addition or modification of a
feature.

2.2 Client Architecture

The details of the client architecture are described elsewhere
(Belfore and Chitithoti 2000, Belfore and Chitithoti 2001,
Belfore 2001). The client is written entirely in VRML
and salient aspects of the architecture are described here
The purpose of the client is to provide a platform upon
which to render the world and allow the user the ability to
navigate through and interact with the world. In addition
to managing the direct interactions with the user, the client
architecture must also communicate with the server. The
client architecture is shown in Figure 2. GIS information
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Figure 2: Client Architecture (Belfore and Chitithoti 2001)

can be integrated in several ways. In the base visualization
GIS provides a basic frame of reference for the application,
describing terrain, imagery and other desired features. In
addition, the GIS can be a component in the application that a
user can change the appearance of or otherwise manipulat
(Belfore 2002). To control the different capabilities and
features, a user interface is included to help guide the
user through the world. The user interface is implemented
as a head’s up display in the world that always follows
the user. The user interface can include such features a
navigation aides to assist the user in identifying important
features or locations. A live update is a process whereby
new content is integrated into an existing world. Depending
on the complexity of the updated content and its linkage
to the world, the process of performing a live update can
be complicated. In ILUVA, added content can be moved
and manipulated requiring a separate module, the resourc
manager, to coordinate. Furthermore, care must be take
in defining the architecture of the content to be added.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the object architecture that is
deployed in ILUVA (Belfore 2001). Browser applications
typically have limited capabilities to protect the user from
malicious or inadvertent modification of data on the client
machine. Thus, in order to capture information from a
user session, communication with the server is necessary
Battula
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Figure 3: Object Architecture Supporting Live Updates
(Belfore 2001)

The client application communicates with the server by
requesting URLs for servlets. These servlets may direct th
server to log the information or may also be a request fo
VRML content that can be subsequently be added to th
world. These communication issues are described in deta
in Belfore and Chitithoti (2001).

3 THE CHAT ARCHITECTURE

Building on prior work, ILUVA chat is a client server archi-
tecture that implements the chat that runs concurrent with th
session. The technology for constructing chat application
is well defined (Harold 2000). In this work, users have two
methods for communicating. Previously, ILUVA provided
information sharing only through the sharing of session
in a non-interactive fashion as described in Belfore an
Chitithoti (2001). A chat application has been integrated
into the ILUVA to extend its multiuser capabilities. The
chat application, implemented in Java, provides a metho
allowing immediate communication among clients through
a chat server application. The chat supports the exportin
and importing of sessions between users. The latter part
this section explains the chat client, chat server, importin
a session and exporting a session. The chat applicatio
architecture is illustrated in Figure 4. In order to assure
session owners retain control over their session, sharing
sessions is accomplished only with their consent. The use
negotiate sharing by exchanging chat messages. Export
a session occurs after the provider exports the request
session through the chat client. Upon notification of the
export, the first user reloads the scene that includes th
combination of the current user’s session and the exporte
session.

3.1 Chat Protocol

The chat protocol operates in a client-server mode with on
server and several clients. Sockets are opened between
single server and each client as each user logs in and users
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Figure 4: Chat Application Architecture

added. The chat server is capable of accepting connection
from chat clients and relaying messages amongst the clients
The chat client takes input from the user and communicates
this information to the server. In addition, the client displays
any updates from the server. This forms the groundwork for
the chat application. The chat protocol is simple and supports
a handful of basic commands summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Chat Command Summary
Command Description

Start User List informs the chat client that it is about
to receive is the list of users

Add adds a user to the user list box in
all the chat

client Remove removes a user from the user list
box of all the chat clients

End of User List no more user to be updated in the
users list box of the chat clients of
all users

export union export operation with union the of
two sessions has to be performed

export intersection export operation with intersection
the of two sessions has to be per-
formed

3.2 Chat Client

The chat client that is embedded into ILUVA is a Java applet
(Harold 2000). The chat client appears in a browser frame
and has the appearance shown in Figure 5. Information
relating to individual users is stored as browser parameters
previously set during the login process by servlets, that the
chat client uses to negotiate a socket connection with the
chat server. The chat client interface includes three buttons
two radio buttons, a list, and two text boxes. In one text
box, messages from other users are displayed, serving as th
bulletin board for the chat server. In typical “chat” fashion,
Battula
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Figure 5: Chat Client Appearance

the user responds to the messages in the bulletin board
entering a message to send. The two remaining button
are used for exporting a session to a user and importing
session from a user. The list box displays all the users wh
have been logged on this virtual environment. If a sessio
is to be exported, the user has to select a user (to whom t
user likes to export a session) from the list. A mouse click
on the user in the list sets the environment for exporting
a session to him/her. The export button has to be press
in order to transfer a session to the selected user. Throu
the chat bulletin board the users can negotiate the exchan
of information. Once the export is confirmed, the recipien
selects the reload button to view all the objects that hav
been exported for the selected operation. The radio butto
for union and intersection control the export function. Every
applet has a thread (Harold 2000) that reads to and write
from the chat server. The commands that are exchang
are listed in Table 2. In addition, the chat client handles
functions such as adding a user to the user list upon loggin
in, deleting the user when logged out, and managing th
client chat display. User information for the chat server is
provided through servlet calls on the server that maintai
and update list of concurrent chat clients.

3.3 The Chat Server

The chat server operates on the same machine that ser
Internet content and servlet methods. This is necessary
our application because both access a common data base
this machine. The chat server will respond upon receivin
any of the client commands summarized in Table 2 an
perform the required processing. When a new user logs i
the user is connected to the chat server by issuing an a
command. Since several users may be logged in simultan
ously, multi-threading (Harold 2000) is necessary. Reques
from the client are processed and the chat server provid
several results including a list of chat participants, availabl
exported sessions, and session operations. The chat ser
must interact with the same database as the servlets d
scribed above, so an interlock mechanism is implemente
to ensure that the database is not corrupted. When eith
the export-union or export-intersection commands are is
sued, the server will combine the sessions in the request
fashion. Currently the union and intersection operations ar
determined by identifying coincident objects in the scene
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(a) User 1 Request (b) User 2 Export Operation

(c) Resulting Union

Figure 6: Example Chat: Union Operation
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as listed in the respective session files for the users. T
union operation enables collaborators to combine their wo
into a single session. The intersection enables users to e
amine differences between the sessions, useful if both a
comparing modifications to the same area.

4 SESSION

In this section, an example of an interchange between use
is presented. The ILUVA application supports sharing o
information between users in two methods. The informatio
sharing mechanism differs in whether or not the direct an
immediate interaction with another user is necessary.
the first case, when users log in, sessions exported by oth
users are available for review (Belfore and Chitithoti 2001)
By this method, sessions are exported in a read-only fashi
to protect the integrity original user’s session. In this work
a second, more interactive sharing method is presented t
relies supported by a chat application. Using the chat, th
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users can merge their sessions using a union operation
identify the common components through the intersectio
operation. Figure 6 shows the process and result of a uni
operation. As noted earlier, the significance of the unio
operation is in the ability to combine work between users
In Figure 6.a, a user requests a session from another us
Figure 6.b shows the state and chat client of the second us
This user selects the operation, either union or intersectio
and exports it to the first user. After the export, the secon
user informs the first that the export has occurred. Wit
the confirmation, the first user reloads the scene as sho
in Figure 6.c. In addition, Figure 7 shows the intersection
between the initial session and the modified session.

5 SUMMARY

In this paper, we have presented extensions to the ILUV
architecture that support a concurrent collaborative ch
session. The chat session supports immediate collaborat
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(a) User 1 (b) User 2

(c) Intersection

Figure 7: Intersection Operation
-

.

and sharing of information among users that are current
logged in. Union and intersection operations are supporte
to show modifications and cumulative efforts respectively
Future work will focus on developing a wider range of cha
operations, closer integration of the chat server with th
web server, and also to support concurrent VRML worlds
where modifications by one client are immediately reflecte
in other clients’ worlds.
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